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You can obtain technical support by using the Support page on the BMC Software Web site or by
contacting Customer Support by telephone or email. To expedite your inquiry, please see "Before
Contacting BMC Software."

Support Web Site
You can obtain technical support from BMC Software 24 hours a day, 7 days a week at http://
www.bmc.com/support_home. From this Web site, you can
Read overviews about support services and programs that BMC Software offers:
Find the most current information about BMC Software products
Search a database for problems similar to yours and possible solutions
Order or download product documentation
Report a problem or ask a question
Subscribe to receive email notices when new product versions are released
Find worldwide BMC Software support center locations and contact information, including email
addresses, fax and telephone numbers

Support by Telephone or Email
In the United States and Canada, if you need technical support and do not have access to the Web, call
800 537 1813. Outside the United States and Canada, please contact your local support center for
assistance. To find telephone and email contact information for the BMC Software support center that
services your location, refer to the Contact Customer Support section of the Support page on the BMC
Software Web site at http://www.bmc.com/support_home.

Before Contacting BMC Software
Before you contact BMC Software, have the following information available so that Customer Support
can begin working on your problem immediately:
Product information
product name
Product version (release number)
Operating system and environment information, machine type, operating system type, version, and
service pack or other maintenance level, such as:
PUT or PTF
system hardware configuration
serial numbers
related software (database, application, and communication) including type, version, and service
pack or maintenance
level
Sequence of events leading to the problem
Commands and options that you used
Messages received (and the time and date that you received them)
product error messages
messages from the operating system, such as "file system full"
messages from related software
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Actor Adapter
The actor adapter for Dell Compellent Storage executes operations on an Dell Compellent storage
system through the Dell Compellent Entreprise Manager and the Dell API.

Actor Adapter Function in BMC Atrium Orchestrator (Dell
Compellent)

Function of A ctor A da pte r in BMC A trium Orche stra tor (De ll Com pe lle nt)

Actor Adapter
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Adapter Module Life Cycle
An adapter module contains a set of processes, schedules, rules, and configurations. You can create
schedules and rules to trigger process execution. Each operation supported by the application adapter
has a corresponding process in the adapter module. The figure below outlines the steps required to
work with an adapter module.

A da pte r Module Life Cy cle

Adapter Module Life Cycle
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Supported Storage Devices
BMC Atrium Orchestrator Application Adapter for Dell Compellent Storage supports any Dell Compellent
Storage Centers compatible with Dell Compellent Entreprise Manager 6.1.4.

Supported Storage Devices
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Installing the Adapter
Getting the Adapter Package
The BMC Atrium Orchestrator Application Adapter for Dell Compellent Storage can be obtained from
BMC EPD Web site and from Sentry Software Web site.
The package file name is: sentry-adapter-dellcompellent-storage-1.0.00.zip. It contains the
aroar package for the Actor Adapters, as well as the corresponding module (that will be loaded into
Development Studio):
sentry-adapter-dellcompellent-storage-actor_1.0.00.aroar
AO-AD-DellCompellent_Storage.1.0.00.roar

Uploading the Package (aroar) file in the BMC Atrium
Orchestrator Repository
1. Use your Web browser to connect to the BMC Atrium Orchestrator Grid Manager with administrative
credentials.
2. In the Manage tab click the Upload Adapter button.
3. On the next page, select the Actor Adapter .aroar file to be uploaded and click OK.
4. The adapters are then listed in the BAO Grid Manager repository and ready to be added to the Grid
and configured.

List of a da pte rs to be a dde d to the Grid

Installing the Adapter
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Loading the module (roar) in BMC Atrium Orchestrator
Development Studio
1.
2.
3.
4.

In the BMC Atrium Orchestrator Development Studio, switch to the Library Manager view
Open the tab Import Modules and click the From Disk button
Select the .roar file to be imported.
Click the checkbox Import and Unbundle and then click the Import button.

Loa ding the m odule

5. Switch to Designer view, to visualize the loaded module.

Visua lizing the loa de d m odule

Installing the Adapter
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Prerequisites for the Adapter
BMC Atrium Orchestrator Application Adapter for Dell Compellent Storage relies on the Enterprise
Manager Data Collector that must be installed and configured according to Dell recommendation. The
Adapter is fully compatible with the version 6.1 of the Dell Compellent Enterprise Manager. Refer to Dell
documentation for details about installation and configuration procedures. The
EnterpriseServiceManager.exe can be downloaded directly from the Dell web site or by contacting your
Dell representative.

Prerequisites for the Adapter
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Configuring the Dell Compellent
Adapter
You configure an adapter in the Grid Manager. The configuration provides information about how the
adapter interacts with Dell Compellent storage devices. While each adapter must have a unique name,
you can create multiple adapters with the same adapter type to allow for different configuration
properties.
The form view provides an easy-to-use interface for configuring adapters. The form view prevents
human errors that might occur as a result of copying the configuration XML from the adapter user guide
into the UI when configuring an adapter. You can switch to the XML view to configure those elements
and attributes that are not available as fields or to configure all the elements and attributes using XML
only.
However, after you switch to the XML view, and save the configuration in the XML from that view, you
cannot thereafter use the form view for modifying that configuration.

Before adding an adapter configuration, ensure that y ou hav e completed all the prerequisite tasks.

To configure the actor adapter
1. Log on to the BMC Atrium Orchestrator Grid Manager.
2. Access the adapters page, by clicking the Manage tab; then click the Adapters tab.
3. In the Adapters Repository list, select the check box corresponding to the type of adapter to be
added.
4. Click Add to Grid to include the adapter in the Adapters on Grid list.
5. Click Configure corresponding to the newly added adapter.
6. On the Add an Adapter Configuration page, perform the following sub-steps to configure the
adapter using the form view or jump to step 7 to configure the adapter using the XML view:
a. Enter a name for the adapter
b. Enter a description of the adapter
c. Under Properties, enter or select values for the configuration elements. Include all required
elements indicated with an asterisk (*)
d. Click Switch to XML View and use the following steps to specify elements and attributes that
are not in the form view (Optional)
On the Warning message that appears, click Switch View
In the Properties text box, use XML format to enter the configuration elements and attributes not
available as fields in the form view
Click OK.
7. Configure the adapter in the XML view using the following sub-steps:
a. Enter a name and a description of the adapter
b. Click Switch to XML View
c. On the Warning message that appears, click Switch View
d. Copy the configuration elements and attributes from the adapter user guide into the Properties

Configuring the Dell Compellent Adapter
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text box, and then click OK.
e. On the Warning message that appears click Save. This saves the adapter configuration with
settings in the XML view permanently. The newly configured adapter is now listed in the
Adapters on Grid list.
The table below describes the adapter configuration elements and attributes for the actor adapter of the
Dell Compellent storage devices that you can specify using the form view, XML view, or both. You
cannot use the form view to configure elements and attributes that do not have an entry in the UI label
column.

UI Label

Element

Definition

Required

Config

This is the parent tag wherein we specify the connection
details. Each <config> element has a "name" attribute. The
value of attribute "name" is used to refer to a specific
configuration when using multiple configuration.
The first configuration is also the default configuration.

Yes

Target

target

The IP address of the server where the Dell Compellent
Enterprise Manager is installed.

Yes

Port

port

Specifies the Web service port to connect to Dell Compellent
Enterprise Manager.

Yes

User Name

user-name

Specify the login name for the server where the Dell
Compellent Enterprise Manager is installed.
This tag should not be used if the security file path is being
specified using the <security-file-path> tag. In that case,
username saved in the user defined security file or the
default security file is used.

Yes

Password

password

Specifies the password for the server where the Dell
Compellent Enterprise Manager is installed. You can encrypt
the password by specifying the encryption type attribute.
For example: <password encryption-type =
"Base64">cGFzc3dvcmQ=</password>.
This tag should not be used if the security file path is being
specified using the <security-file-path> tag. In that case,
password saved in the user defined security file or the
default security file is used.

Yes

Timeout Secs

timeout-secs

Specifies the duration in seconds, after which timeout
occurs.
Default value: 300 seconds

No

Sample XML template for configuring the actor adapter - plain
password
<configs>
<config name="hds-01">
<target>compel-em</target>
<username>system</username>
<password>password</password>
<port>3033</port>
<timeout-secs>300</timeout-secs>
</config>
</configs>

Configuring the Dell Compellent Adapter
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Sample XML template for configuring the actor adapter - encrypted
Based64 password
<configs>
<config name="compel-em">
<target>compel-em</target>
<username>system</username>
<password encryption-type="Base64">cGFzc7cdcmQ=</password>
<port>3033</port>
<timeout-secs>300</timeout-secs>
</config>
</configs>

Configuring the Dell Compellent Adapter
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Enabling the Debug Mode
If you encounter an issue and wish to report it to Sentry Software, you will be asked to enable the
Debug Mode and provide the debug output to the Sentry Software support team.

To enable the debug mode
1. Browse to the home path of the peer on which the workflow will be executed (ex: c: \AO\cdp).
2. Then navigate to the path c: \AO\cdp\tomcat\webapps\baocdp\WEB-INF\classes
3. Open the file log4j.xml and set the below values
<appender class="org.apache.log4j.RollingFileAppender" name="sentryCompellent">
<param name="File" value="${catalina.home}/logs/sen_compellent.log"/>
<param name="Append" value="true"/>
<param name="MaxFileSize" value="10240KB"/>
<param name="MaxBackupIndex" value="5"/>
<layout class="org.apache.log4j.PatternLayout">
<param name="ConversionPattern" value="%d [%t] %-5p %c - %m%n"/>
</layout>
</appender>
<logger additivity="false" name="net.sentrysoftware.dellcompellent">
<level value="info"/>
<appender-ref ref=" sentryCompellent"/>
</logger>

4. Once the above value is set in the log4j.xml file save and close the file.
5. Restart the appropriate peer in order to take into account the modification.
6. Now all the debug information will be stored in the file sen_compellent.log located at
"${catalina.home}\logs (as per the example: c: \AO\cdp\tomcat\logs).

Enabling the Debug Mode
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Each operation supported by the application adapter has a corresponding process in the adapter
module. Top-level processes perform high-level functions and call specialized processes in
subdirectories. Each subdirectory contains process directories corresponding to the supported operation
types.
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Top-level Processes
The top-level processes in the Project Explorer window execute the following version-specific Dell
Compellent Storage processes:
Create Items
Delete Items
Update Items
Expand Items

Top-level Processes
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SetupValidation
The processes in the SetupValidation directory contain sample values for the request elements. These
sample values can be quickly changed to reflect the values in your environment. A process is provided to
test each supported method of executing operations in Dell Compellent storage center through the Dell
Compellent Enterprise Manager.

SetupValidation
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Utilities
The Utilities directory contains two types of helper processes:
General processes that perform validation and error checking
Processes that create the XML documents used in adapter requests
Processes are organized into subdirectories that correspond to the supported commands.

Utilities
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Version Directory
The 6.1 directory contains processes that require at least the version 6.1 of the Dell Compellent
Enterprise Manager.
In the current version of the Dell Compellent Storage adapter, there is only one version-specific
directory (v6.1). Later versions of the Dell Compellent Storage adapter may implement new processes
that require a specific version of the Dell Compellent Enterprise Manager, version 7.0 for example, in
which case these processes will be grouped into a separate v7.0 directory.

Version Directory
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Typical Adapter Request
The typical adapter request specifies the operations to be performed with the operation-name property
of the compellent-storage-request object. Additional information for the operation to be performed can
be optionally specified in the arguments collection.
<compellent-storage-request>
<operation-name>get-disk</operation-name>
<arguments>
<argument>
.....
</argument>
</arguments>
</compellent-storage-request>

Typical Adapter Response
<compellent-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status >success</status >
<response-count>12</response-count>
</metadata>
<responses>
<response>
<metadata>
<status />
<execution-milliseconds />
<line-count />
<target />
<config-name />
</metadata>
<output>
.....
</output>
</response>
</responses>
</compellent-storage-response>
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Dell Compellent Storage Actor
Adapter
The following table lists the process names and corresponding operations that can be performed by this
adapter:
Processes

Operations

Descriptions

Server Operations

create-server

Create a new server

add-hba-to-server

Add an HBA to a specific server

remove-hba-from-server

Remove an HBA from a specific server

delete-server

Delete a specific server

map-lun-to-server

Attach a Lun to a specific server

unmap-lun-to-server

Remove mapping between a LUN and a specific
Server

get-hba

Lists attached hosts (wwn and iSCSI)

get-server

Lists available servers

create-lun

Create a new LUN

get-lun

List the existing LUNs in the managed storage
center

delete-lun

Delete a specific LUN

expand-lun

Allocate additional space to a specific LUN

Disk Operations

get-disk

List the existing disks

Disk Folder Operations

get-disk-folder

List the existing disk folders

Port Operations

get-port

Get a list of all ports for a specific storage center

Storage Center Operations

get-storage-center

Get detailed information about a specific storage
center

LUN Operations

Dell Compellent Storage Actor Adapter
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Additional Information for Writing
an Adapter request
Special characters used in a text field should be wrapped in the CDATA tag.
Sample text: <![CDATA[sample(&*&$#$^text]]>
When executing a sample request from this user guide you must ensure that the supporting data is
present in the Dell Compellent Storage system.
The execution of request may take time if the number of records associated with the query are large.

Additional Information for Writing an Adapter
request
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Storage Center Operations
Operation: get-storage-center
The get-storage-center operation lets the administrators list the available disk visible through the
Dell Compellent Enterprise Manager. The operation also provides useful information about each disk,
including the model and serial number, as well as its overall capacity (total, consumed and available).
The get-storage-center operation is a prerequisite operation before allocating or deleting storage as
such operations require the name of the storage center where the action is supposed to take place.

Adapter Request Elements for 'get-storage-center' Operation
Definition

Required

operationname

Specifies the name of the operation you want to perform.
Valid value: get-storage-center.

Yes

arguments

Parent element for <argument> element.

Yes

argument

Specifies a list of arguments that is required for this operation.

Yes

target

Specifies the connection information for the Dell Compellent Enterprise Manager.
Valid value: The value specified for <target> element must be same as the value
that has been specified for the name attribute of <config> element in the adapter
configuration. You can skip this element. In this case the request will be executed
on the first defined adapter configuration. You can leave this element empty. In
this case the request will be executed on the first defined adapter configuration.

No

Default value: The first defined adapter configuration.
timeout-secs

Specifies the time in seconds after which the attempt to connect to the Dell
Compellent Enterprise Manager times out. The "timeout-secs" specified in adapter
request overrides the value specified in adapter configuration.
Valid value: A numeric value which specifies the time in seconds.

No

Default Value: 180, if no "timeout-secs" is provided in adapter configuration.
You can specify one or more of the following elements to retrieve specific information. If none of the elements is
specified, then all the details are fetched.
storagecenter-name

Specifies the user defined storage center name.
Valid value: Please refer to the get-storage-center operation to list the valid values
of this field.
Default value: None.

Sample Adapter Request for 'get-storage-center' Operation
<compellent-storage-request>
<operation-name>get-storage-center</operation-name>
<arguments>
<argument>
<storage-center-name/>
</argument>

Storage Center Operations
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</arguments>
</ compellent -storage-request>

Adapter Response Elements for 'get-storage-center' Operation
Description
storagecenter-name

Name of the storage center.

storagecenter-id

Unique ID of the storage system.

storagecenteripaddress

IP address of the storage center.

serial-number

Serial number identifying the storage center.

disk-count

Number of disks in the storage center.

spare-count

Number of spare disks in the storage center.

size-bytes

Size of the storage center (in Bytes).

size-gigabytes

Size of the storage center (in Gigabytes).

availablecapacity-bytes

Number of bytes available in the storage center.

availablecapacitygigabytes

Number of gigabytes available in the storage center.

subscribedcapacity-bytes

Amount of bytes subscribed on the storage center.

subscribedcapacitygigabytes

Amount of gigabytes subscribed on the storage center.

operationalstatus

Status of the operation.

Sample Adapter Response for 'get-storage-center' Operation
<compellent-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<response-count>1</response-count>
</metadata>
<responses>
<response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<execution-milliseconds>2933</execution-milliseconds>
<line-count>11</line-count>
<target>compel-em</target>
<config-name>default</config-name>
</metadata>
<output>
<storage-centers>
<storage-center>
<storage-center-name>Storage Center 9300</storage-center-name>
<serial-number>9300</serial-number>

Storage Center Operations
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<disk-count>12</disk-count>
<spare-count>1</spare-count>
<size-bytes>9001856139264</size-bytes>
<size-gigabytes>8383.632</size-gigabytes>
<available-capacity-bytes>8906190356480</available-capacity-ytes>
<available-capacity-gigabytes>8294.536</available-capacity-gigabytes>
<subscribed-capacity-bytes>42949672960</subscribed-capacity-bytes>
<subscribed-capacity-gigabytes>40</subscribed-capacity-gigabytes>
<operational-status>Up</operational-status>
</storage-center>
</storage-centers>
</output>
</response>
</responses>
</compellent-storage-response>

Storage Center Operations
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Server Operations
Operation: get-server
The get-server operation get information about all the servers (physical/virtual) in a storage center.

Adapter Request Elements for get-server' Operation
Definition

Required

operationname

Specifies the name of the operation you want to perform.
Valid value: get-server.

Yes

arguments

Parent element for <argument> element.

Yes

argument

Specifies a list of arguments that is required for this operation

Yes

target

Specifies the connection information for the Dell Compellent Enterprise Manager.
Valid value: The value specified for <target> element must be same as the value
that has been specified for the name attribute of <config> element in the adapter
configuration. You can skip this element. In this case the request will be executed
on the first defined adapter configuration. You can leave this element empty. In
this case the request will be executed on the first defined adapter configuration.

No

Default value: The first defined adapter configuration.
timeout-secs

Specifies the time in seconds after which the attempt to connect to the Dell
Compellent Enterprise Manager times out. The "timeout-secs" specified in adapter
request overrides the value specified in adapter configuration.
Valid value: A numeric value which specifies the time in seconds.

No

Default Value: 180, if no "timeout-secs" is provided in adapter configuration.
You can specify one or more of the following elements to retrieve specific information. If none of the elements is
specified, then all the details are fetched.
storagecenter-name

Specify the user defined storage center name.

Yes

server-name

Specify the name of the server.
Default value: None.

Yes

Sample Adapter Request for get-server' Operation
<request-data>
<compellent-storage-request>
<operation-name>get-server</operation-name>
<arguments>
<argument>
<storage-center-name>Storage Center 9300</storage-center-name>
<server-name>pythagoras-1</server-name>
</argument>
</arguments>
</compellent-storage-request>
</request-data>

Server Operations
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Adapter Response Elements for get-server' Operation
Description
storagecenter-name

Name of the storage center in which the specified server is deleted.

storagecenter-id

Unique ID of the storage system.

server-name

Name of the deleted server.

server-type

Whether it is a physical or virtual server.

is-mapped

Whether a LUN is associated to the server or not.

operationstatus

Status of the server(Up, Down...).

Sample Adapter Response for get-server' Operation
<compellent-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<response-count>1</response-count>
</metadata>
<responses>
<response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<execution-milliseconds>2106</execution-milliseconds>
<line-count>6</line-count>
<target>compel-em</target>
<config-name>default</config-name>
</metadata>
<output>
<servers>
<server>
<storage-center-name>Storage Center 9300</storage-center-name>
<storage-center-id>Storage Center 9300</storage-center-id>
<server-name>pythagoras-1</server-name>
<server-type>physical</server-type>
<is-mapped>False</is-mapped>
<operation-status>Down</operation-status>
</server>
</servers>
</output>
</response>
</responses>
</compellent-storage-response>

Server Operations
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Operation: create-server
The create-server operation creates a server in the storage center. The table below describes the
input properties for this request. If not specified, the valid value for an element should be assumed to
be any string.

Adapter Request Elements for 'create-server' Operation
Definition

Required

operationname

Specifies the name of the operation you want to perform.
Valid value: create-server.

Yes

arguments

Parent element for <argument> element.

Yes

argument

Specifies a list of arguments that is required for this operation.

Yes

target

Specifies the connection information for the Dell Compellent Enterprise Manager.
Valid value: The value specified for <target> element must be same as the value
that has been specified for the name attribute of <config> element in the adapter
configuration. You can skip this element. In this case the request will be executed
on the first defined adapter configuration. You can leave this element empty. In
this case the request will be executed on the first defined adapter configuration.

No

Default value: The first defined adapter configuration.
timeout-secs

Specifies the time in seconds after which the attempt to connect to the Dell
Compellent Enterprise Manager times out. The "timeout-secs" specified in adapter
request overrides the value specified in adapter configuration.
Valid value: A numeric value which specifies the time in seconds.

No

Default Value: 180, if no "timeout-secs" is provided in adapter configuration.
You can specify one or more of the following elements to retrieve specific information. If none of the elements is
specified, then all the details are fetched.
storagecenter-name

Specifies the user defined storage system name.
Valid value: Please refer to the get-storage-center operation to list the valid values
of this field.

Yes

Default value: None.
server-name

Specifies the name of the server to be created.

Yes

physicalserver-name

Specifies the name of the physical server under which the virtual server must be
created. If the server-type is "Virtual" then this element is required.
Valid value: Any valid string.
Default value: None.

No

server-type

Specifies the type of the server to be created (Physical/Virtual).
Valid value: Physical or Virtual.

No

Default value: Physical.
serveroperatingsystem

Server Operations

Specifies the type of the operation system of the server.
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Definition

Required

Valid value: Other Singlepath, Other Multipath, Other NoLUNGap, Windows 2000,
Windows 2000 MPIO, Windows 2003, Windows 2003 MPIO, Windows 2008,
Windows 2008 MPIO, Compellent,MAC OS X 10.5, MAC OS X 10.5 32bit, MAC OS X
10.6 64bit, HP UX 11i PVLinks, Tru64 5.1, HP UX 11i v3, AIX 5.2, OpenVMS 8.3,
AIX 5.3, AIX 5.2 MPIO, AIX 6.1, AIX 5.3 MPIO,Netware 6.5, AIX 6.1 MPIO, Novell
SUSE Linux 10, Netware 6.5 Singlepath, Red Hat Linux 5.x, Novell SUSE Linux 11,
Solaris 8, Red Hat Linux 6.x, VMWare ESX 3.0, VMWare ESX 3.5, Solaris 9, Solaris
10, Compellent zNas 1.0, XenServer 5.0, VMWare ESX 4.0, VMWare ESX 4.1,
XenServer 5.5 MPIO, XenServer 5.0 MPIO, XenSer,
Default value: Other Singlepath.

Sample Adapter Request for 'create-server' Operation
<request-data>
<compellent-storage-request>
<operation-name>create-server</operation-name>
<arguments>
<argument>
<storage-center-name>Storage Center 9300</storage-center-name>
<server-name>pythagoras-1</server-name>
<server-type>physical-1</server-type>
</argument>
</arguments>
</compellent-storage-request>
</request-data>

Adapter Response Elements for 'create-server' Operation
Description
storagecenter-name

Name of the storage center in which the specified server is created.

server-name

Name of the created server.

serveroperatingsystem

Operating System of the server.

job-id

Identification information of the job.

job-status

Status of the job.

job-description

Information about the job.

job-statusdescription

Detailed information about the status of the job.

Sample Adapter Response for 'create-server' Operation
<compellent-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<response-count>1</response-count>
</metadata>
<responses>
<response>
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<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<execution-milliseconds>1311</execution-milliseconds>
<line-count>7</line-count>
<target>compel-em</target>
<config-name>default</config-name>
</metadata>
<output>
<server>
<server>
<storage-center-name>Storage Center 9300</storage-center-name>
<server-name>pythagoras-1</server-name>
<server-operating-system>Other Singlepath</server-operating-system>
<job-id>1347500336190</job-id>
<job-status>Finished</job-status>
<job-status-description>Finished</job-status-description>
<job-description>Creating Server [Name: pythagoras-1]</job-description>
</server>
</server>
</output>
</response>
</responses>
</compellent-storage-response>

Operation: get-hba
The get-hba operation get information about all the servers (physical/virtual) in a storage center.

Adapter Request Elements for get-hba Operation
Definition

Required

operationname

Specifies the name of the operation you want to perform.
Valid value: get-hba.

Yes

arguments

Parent element for <argument> element.

Yes

argument

Specifies a list of arguments that is required for this operation

Yes

target

Specifies the connection information for the Dell Compellent Enterprise Manager.
Valid value: The value specified for <target> element must be same as the value
that has been specified for the name attribute of <config> element in the adapter
configuration. You can skip this element. In this case the request will be executed
on the first defined adapter configuration. You can leave this element empty. In
this case the request will be executed on the first defined adapter configuration.

No

Default value: The first defined adapter configuration.
timeout-secs

Specifies the time in seconds after which the attempt to connect to the Dell
Compellent Enterprise Manager times out. The "timeout-secs" specified in adapter
request overrides the value specified in adapter configuration.
Valid value: A numeric value which specifies the time in seconds.

No

Default Value: 180, if no "timeout-secs" is provided in adapter configuration.
You can specify one or more of the following elements to retrieve specific information. If none of the elements is
specified, then all the details are fetched.
storagecenter-name
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server-hbaname

Definition

Required

Specify the name of the hba.
Default value: None.

Yes

Sample Adapter Request for get-hba Operation
<request-data>
<compellent-storage-request>
<operation-name>get-hba</operation-name>
<arguments>
<argument>
<storage-center-name>Storage Center 9300</storage-center-name>
<server-hba-name>pythagoras-1</server-hba-name>
</argument>
</arguments>
</compellent-storage-request>
</request-data>

Adapter Response Elements for get-hba Operation
Description
storagecenter-name

Name of the storage center in which the specified server is deleted.

server-hbaname

Name of the hba.

server-hbatype

Whether it is a Fiber Channel or iSCSI.

connectivitytype

Connection status of the hba (Up, Down...).

Sample Adapter Response for get-hba Operation
<compellent-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<response-count>1</response-count>
</metadata>
<responses>
<response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<execution-milliseconds>2106</execution-milliseconds>
<line-count>6</line-count>
<target>compel-em</target>
<config-name>default</config-name>
</metadata>
<output>
<servers>
<server>
<server-hba-name>500507680110B70A</server-hba-name>
<server-hba-type>FibreChannel</server-hba-type>
<connectivity-type>Up</connectivity-type>
<storage-center-name>Storage Center 9300</storage-center-name>
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</server>
<server>
<server-hba-name>500507680110B70B</server-hba-name>
<server-hba-type>FibreChannel</server-hba-type>
<connectivity-type>Up</connectivity-type>
<storage-center-name>Storage Center 9300</storage-center-name>
</server>
</servers>
</output>
</response>
</responses>
</compellent-storage-response>

Operation: add-hba-to-server
The add-hba-to-server operation adds an host bus adapter (HBA) to a specific server.

Adapter Request Elements for 'add-hba-to-server' Operation
Definition

Required

operationname

Specifies the name of the operation you want to perform.
Valid value: add-hba-to-server.

Yes

arguments

Parent element for <argument> element.

Yes

argument

Specifies a list of arguments that is required for this operation

Yes

target

Specifies the connection information for the Dell Compellent Enterprise Manager.
Valid value: The value specified for <target> element must be same as the value
that has been specified for the name attribute of <config> element in the adapter
configuration. You can skip this element. In this case the request will be executed
on the first defined adapter configuration. You can leave this element empty. In
this case the request will be executed on the first defined adapter configuration.

No

Default value: The first defined adapter configuration.
timeout-secs

Specifies the time in seconds after which the attempt to connect to the Dell
Compellent Enterprise Manager times out. The “timeout-secs” specified in adapter
request overrides the value specified in adapter configuration.
Valid value: A numeric value which specifies the time in seconds.

No

Default Value: 180, if no “timeout-secs” is provided in adapter configuration.
You can specify one or more of the following elements to retrieve specific information. If none of the elements is
specified, then all the details are fetched.
storagecenter-name

Specifies the user defined storage center name.
Valid value: Please refer to the get-storage-center operation to list the valid values
of this field.

Yes

Default value: None.
server-hbaname

Specifies the HBA for a specific server.
Default value: None.

Yes

server-name

Specifies the name of the server to which the HBA must be added.
Default value: None.

Yes
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Sample Adapter Request for 'add-hba-to-server' Operation
<request-data>
<compellent-storage-request>
<operation-name>add-hba-to-server</operation-name>
<arguments>
<argument>
<storage-center-name>Storage Center 9300</storage-center-name>
<server-name>pythagoras-1</server-name>
<server-hba-name>10000000C96EB8DB</server-hba-name>
<server-hba-name>50000974C011811C</server-hba-name>
</argument>
</arguments>
</compellent-storage-request>
</request-data>

Adapter Response Elements for 'add-hba-to-server' Operation
Description
storagecenter-name

Name of the storage center.

server-name

Name of the server to which a HBA is added.

server-hbaname

Name of the HBA added to the server.

job-id

Identification information of the job.

job-status

Status of the job.

job-statusdescription

Additional information about the status of the job.

job-description

Detailed description of the job.

Sample Adapter Response for 'add-hba-to-server' Operation
<compellent-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<response-count>1</response-count>
</metadata>
<responses>
<response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<execution-milliseconds>56830</execution-milliseconds>
<line-count>14</line-count>
<target>compel-em</target>
<config-name>default</config-name>
</metadata>
<output>
<servers>
<server>
<storage-center-name>Storage Center 9300</storage-center-name>
<server-name>pythagoras-1</server-name>
<server-hba-name>10000000C96EB8DB</server-hba-name>
<job-id>1347500337088</job-id>
<job-status>Finished</job-status>
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<job-status-description>Finished</job-status-description>
<job-description>Adding HBA to Server [Server: pythagoras-1] [HBA: 10000000C96EB8DB]</jo
</server>
<server>
<storage-center-name>Storage Center 9300</storage-center-name>
<server-name>pythagoras-1</server-name>
<server-hba-name>50000974C011811C</server-hba-name>
<job-id>1347500337221</job-id>
<job-status>Finished</job-status>
<job-status-description>Finished</job-status-description>
<job-description>Adding HBA to Server [Server: pythagoras-1] [HBA: 50000974C011811C]</jo
</server>
</servers>
</output>
</response>
</responses>
</compellent-storage-response>

Operation: remove-hba-from-server
The remove-hba-from-server operation removes an host bus adapter (HBA) from a specific server.

Adapter Request Elements for 'remove-hba-from-server' Operation
Definition

Required

operationname

Specifies the name of the operation you want to perform.
Valid value: remove-hba-from-server.

Yes

arguments

Parent element for <argument> element.

Yes

argument

Specifies a list of arguments that is required for this operation

Yes

target

Specifies the connection information for the Dell Compellent Enterprise Manager.
Valid value: The value specified for <target> element must be same as the value
that has been specified for the name attribute of <config> element in the adapter
configuration. You can skip this element. In this case the request will be executed
on the first defined adapter configuration. You can leave this element empty. In
this case the request will be executed on the first defined adapter configuration.

No

Default value: The first defined adapter configuration.
timeout-secs

Specifies the time in seconds after which the attempt to connect to the Dell
Compellent Enterprise Manager times out. The “timeout-secs” specified in adapter
request overrides the value specified in adapter configuration.
Valid value: A numeric value which specifies the time in seconds.

No

Default Value: 180, if no “timeout-secs” is provided in adapter configuration.
You can specify one or more of the following elements to retrieve specific information. If none of the elements is
specified, then all the details are fetched.
storagecenter-name

Specifies the user defined storage center name.
Valid value: Please refer to the get-storage-center operation to list the valid values
of this field.

Yes

Default value: None.
server-hbaname
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server-name

Definition

Required

Specifies the name of the server to which the HBA must be added.
Default value: None.

Yes

Sample Adapter Request for 'remove-hba-from-server' Operation
<request-data>
<compellent-storage-request>
<operation-name>remove-hba-from-server</operation-name>
<arguments>
<argument>
<storage-center-name>Storage Center 9300</storage-center-name>
<server-name>pythagoras-1</server-name>
<server-hba-name>10000000C96EB8DB</server-hba-name>
<server-hba-name>50000974C011811C</server-hba-name>
</argument>
</arguments>
</compellent-storage-request>
</request-data>

Adapter Response Elements for 'remove-hba-from-server' Operation
Description
storagecenter-name

Name of the storage center.

server-name

Name of the server from which the HBA is removed.

server-hbaname

Name of the HBA removed from the server.

job-id

Identification information of the job.

job-status

Status of the job.

job-statusdescription

Detailed information about the status of the job.

job-description

Information about the job.

Sample Adapter Response for 'remove-hba-from-server' Operation
<compellent-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<response-count>1</response-count>
</metadata>
<responses>
<response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<execution-milliseconds>32369</execution-milliseconds>
<line-count>14</line-count>
<target>compel-em</target>
<config-name>default</config-name>
</metadata>
<output>
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<servers>
<server>
<storage-center-name>Storage Center 9300</storage-center-name>
<server-name>pythagoras-1</server-name>
<server-hba-name>10000000C96EB8DB</server-hba-name>
<job-id>1347500337312</job-id>
<job-status>Finished</job-status>
<job-status-description>Finished</job-status-description>
<job-description>Removing HBA from Server [Server: pythagoras-1] [HBA: 10000000C96EB8DB]
</server>
<server>
<storage-center-name>Storage Center 9300</storage-center-name>
<server-name>pythagoras-1</server-name>
<server-hba-name>50000974C011811C</server-hba-name>
<job-id>1347500337385</job-id>
<job-status>Finished</job-status>
<job-status-description>Finished</job-status-description>
<job-description>Removing HBA from Server [Server: pythagoras-1] [HBA: 50000974C011811C]
</server>
</servers>
</output>
</response>
</responses>
</compellent-storage-response>

Operation: delete-server
The delete-server operation deletes a server from a specific storage center.

Adapter Request Elements for 'delete-server' Operation
Definition

Required

operationname

Specifies the name of the operation you want to perform.
Valid value: delete-server.

Yes

arguments

Parent element for <argument> element.

Yes

argument

Specifies a list of arguments that is required for this operation

Yes

target

Specifies the connection information for the Dell Compellent Enterprise Manager.
Valid value: The value specified for <target> element must be same as the value
that has been specified for the name attribute of <config> element in the adapter
configuration. You can skip this element. In this case the request will be executed
on the first defined adapter configuration. You can leave this element empty. In
this case the request will be executed on the first defined adapter configuration.

No

Default value: The first defined adapter configuration.
timeout-secs

Specifies the time in seconds after which the attempt to connect to the Dell
Compellent Enterprise Manager times out. The "timeout-secs" specified in adapter
request overrides the value specified in adapter configuration.
Valid value: A numeric value which specifies the time in seconds.

No

Default Value: 180, if no "timeout-secs" is provided in adapter configuration.
You can specify one or more of the following elements to retrieve specific information. If none of the elements is
specified, then all the details are fetched.
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Definition

Required

storagecenter-name

Specifies the user defined storage center name.

Yes

server-name

Specifies the name of the server to be deleted
Default value: None.

Yes

Sample Adapter Request for 'delete-server' Operation
<request-data>
<compellent-storage-request>
<operation-name>delete-server</operation-name>
<arguments>
<argument>
<storage-center-name>Storage Center 9300</storage-center-name>
<server-name>pythagoras-1</server-name>
</argument>
</arguments>
</compellent-storage-request>
</request-data>

Adapter Response Elements for 'delete-server' Operation
Description
storagecenter-name

Name of the storage center in which the specified server is deleted.

server-name

Name of the deleted server.

job-id

Identification information of the job.

job-status

Status of the job.

job-description

Information about the job.

job-statusdescription

Detailed information about the status of the job.

Sample Adapter Response for 'delete-server' Operation
<compellent-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<response-count>1</response-count>
</metadata>
<responses>
<response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<execution-milliseconds>2106</execution-milliseconds>
<line-count>6</line-count>
<target>compel-em</target>
<config-name>default</config-name>
</metadata>
<output>
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<servers>
<server>
<storage-center-name>Storage Center 9300</storage-center-name>
<server-name>pythagoras-1</server-name>
<job-id>1347500337625</job-id>
<job-status>Finished</job-status>
<job-status-description>Finished</job-status-description>
<job-description>Deleting Server [Name: pythagoras-1]</job-description>
</server>
</servers>
</output>
</response>
</responses>
</compellent-storage-response>

Operation: map-lun-to-server
The map-lun-to-server operation associates a LUN to a specific server. This operation requires to
identify the LUN that needs to be mapped and the server to which the LUN must be associated (name,
type...).

Adapter Request Elements for 'map-lun-to-server' Operation
Definition

Required

operationname

Specifies the name of the operation you want to perform.
Valid value: map-lun-to-server.

Yes

arguments

Parent element for <argument> element.

Yes

argument

Specifies a list of arguments that is required for this operation

Yes

target

Specifies the connection information for the Dell Compellent Enterprise Manager.
Valid value: The value specified for <target> element must be same as the value
that has been specified for the name attribute of <config> element in the adapter
configuration. You can skip this element. In this case the request will be executed
on the first defined adapter configuration. You can leave this element empty. In
this case the request will be executed on the first defined adapter configuration.

No

Default value: The first defined adapter configuration.
timeout-secs

Specifies the time in seconds after which the attempt to connect to the Dell
Compellent Enterprise Manager times out. The "timeout-secs" specified in adapter
request overrides the value specified in adapter configuration.
Valid value: A numeric value which specifies the time in seconds.

No

Default Value: 180, if no "timeout-secs" is provided in adapter configuration.
You can specify one or more of the following elements to retrieve specific information. If none of the elements is
specified, then all the details are fetched.
storagecenter-name

Specifies the user defined storage center name.
Valid value: Please refer to the get-storage-center operation to list the valid values
of this field.

Yes

Default value: None.
lun-name
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server-name

Definition

Required

Specifies the name of the server to be deleted
Default value: None.

Yes

Sample Adapter Request for 'map-lun-to-server' Operation
<compellent-storage-request>
<operation-name>map-lun-to-server</operation-name>
<arguments>
<argument>
<storage-center-name>Storage Center 9300</storage-center-name>
<lun-name>Lun4</lun-name>
<server-name>pythagoras</server-name>
</argument>
</arguments>
</ compellent -storage-request>

Adapter Response Elements for 'map-lun-to-server' Operation
Description
storagecenter-name

Name of the storage center.

map-count

Number of mappings between the Server and the HBAs (Host Bus Adapters)

lun-name

Name of the mapped LUN.

server-name

Name of the server in which the LUN is mapped.

job-id

Identification information of the job.

job-status

Status of the job.

job-statusdescription

Detailed information about the status of the job.

Jobdescription

Information about the job.

Sample Adapter Response for 'map-lun-to-server' Operation
<compellent-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<response-count>1</response-count>
</metadata>
<responses>
<response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<execution-milliseconds>3058</execution-milliseconds>
<line-count>8</line-count>
<target>compel-em</target>
<config-name>default</config-name>
</metadata>
<output>
<mapping-profiles>
<mapping-profile>
<storage-center-name>Storage Center 9300</storage-center-name>
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<server-name>pythagoras</server-name>
<lun-name>Lun4</lun-name>
<map-count>0</map-count>
<job-id>1347500335858</job-id>
<job-status>Finished</job-status>
<job-status-description>Finished</job-status-description>
<job-description>Mapping Volume to Server [Volume: Lun4] [Server: pythagoras]</job-descr
</mapping-profile>
</mapping-profiles>
</output>
</response>
</responses>
</compellent-storage-response>

Operation: unmap-lun-from-server
The unmap-lun-from-server operation dissociate a LUN from a specific server. This operation
requires to identify the LUN that needs to be unmapped and the server from which the LUN must be
dissociated (name, type...).

Adapter Request Elements for 'unmap-lun-to-server' Operation
Definition

Required

operationname

Specifies the name of the operation you want to perform.
Valid value: unmap-lun-from-server.

Yes

arguments

Parent element for <argument> element.

Yes

argument

Specifies a list of arguments that is required for this operation

Yes

target

Specifies the connection information for the Dell Compellent Enterprise Manager.
Valid value: The value specified for <target> element must be same as the value
that has been specified for the name attribute of <config> element in the adapter
configuration. You can skip this element. In this case the request will be executed
on the first defined adapter configuration. You can leave this element empty. In
this case the request will be executed on the first defined adapter configuration.

No

Default value: The first defined adapter configuration.
timeout-secs

Specifies the time in seconds after which the attempt to connect to the Dell
Compellent Enterprise Manager times out. The "timeout-secs" specified in adapter
request overrides the value specified in adapter configuration.
Valid value: A numeric value which specifies the time in seconds.

No

Default Value: 180, if no "timeout-secs" is provided in adapter configuration.
You can specify one or more of the following elements to retrieve specific information. If none of the elements is
specified, then all the details are fetched.
storagecenter-name

Specifies the user defined storage center name.
Valid value: Please refer to the get-storage-center operation to list the valid values
of this field.

Yes

Default value: None.
lun-name

Specifies the name of the LUN to be expanded.
Default value: None.

Yes

server-name

Specifies the name of the server to be deleted

Yes
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Definition

Required

Default value: None.

Sample Adapter Request for 'unmap-lun-from-server' Operation
<compellent-storage-request>
<operation-name>unmap-lun-from-server</operation-name>
<arguments>
<argument>
<storage-center-name>Storage Center 9300</storage-center-name>
<lun-name>Lun4</lun-name>
<server-name>pythagoras</server-name>
</argument>
</arguments>
</ compellent -storage-request>

Adapter Response Elements for 'unmap-lun-from-server' Operation
Description
storagecenter-name

Name of the storage center.

lun-name

Name of the unmapped LUN.

server-name

Name of the server in which the LUN is unmapped.

job-id

Identification information of the job.

job-status

Status of the job.

job-statusdescription

Detailed information about the status of the job.

Jobdescription

Information about the job.

Sample Adapter Response for 'unmap-lun-from-server' Operation
<compellent-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<response-count>1</response-count>
</metadata>
<responses>
<response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<execution-milliseconds>7738</execution-milliseconds>
<line-count>7</line-count>
<target>compel-em</target>
<config-name>default</config-name>
</metadata>
<output>
<mapping-profiles>
<mapping-profile>
<storage-center-name>Storage Center 9300</storage-center-name>
<server-name>pythagoras</server-name>
<lun-name>Lun4</lun-name>
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<job-id>1347500335882</job-id>
<job-status>Finished</job-status>
<job-status-description>Finished</job-status-description>
<job-description>Deleting Mapping Profile</job-description>
</mapping-profile>
</mapping-profiles>
</output>
</response>
</responses>
</compellent-storage-response>
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Disk Operations
Operation: get-disk
The get-disk operation lets administrators get the list of disks and their characteristics in the specific
storage center.

Adapter Request Elements for 'get-disk' Operation
Definition

Required

operationname

Specifies the name of the operation you want to perform.
Valid value: get-disk.

Yes

arguments

Parent element for <argument> element.

Yes

argument

Specifies a list of arguments that is required for this operation

Yes

target

Specifies the connection information for the Dell Compellent Enterprise Manager.
Valid value: The value specified for <target> element must be same as the value
that has been specified for the name attribute of <config> element in the adapter
configuration. You can skip this element. In this case the request will be executed
on the first defined adapter configuration. You can leave this element empty. In
this case the request will be executed on the first defined adapter configuration.

No

Default value: The first defined adapter configuration.
timeout-secs

Specifies the time in seconds after which the attempt to connect to the Dell
Compellent Enterprise Manager times out. The "timeout-secs" specified in adapter
request overrides the value specified in adapter configuration.
Valid value: A numeric value which specifies the time in seconds.

No

Default Value: 180, if no "timeout-secs" is provided in adapter configuration.
You can specify one or more of the following elements to retrieve specific information. If none of the elements is
specified, then all the details are fetched.
storagecenter-name

Specifies the user defined storage center name.
Valid value: Please refer to the get-storage-center operation to list the valid values
of this field.
Default value: None.

disk-name

Specifies the user defined disk name.
Default value: None.

Sample Adapter Request for 'get-disk' Operation
<compellent-storage-request>
<operation-name>get-disk</operation-name>
<arguments>
<argument>
<storage-center-name/>
<disk-name/>
</argument>
</arguments>
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</ compellent -storage-request>

Adapter Response Elements for 'get-disk' Operation
Description
storagecenter-name

Name of the storage center.

storagecenter-id

Unique ID of the storage system.

storage-typename

Name of the storage type used by the disk folder where the disk is located.

disk-foldername

Name of the disk folder in which the specific disk is found.

disk-name

User-defined name of the specified disk.

disk-tiernumber

Number of the Tier Storage where the disk is located.

allocatedspace

Number of bytes allocated to the specific disk.

allocatedspacegigabytes

Number of gigabytes allocated to the specific disk.

disk-product

Information identifying the disk as provided by the vendor.

vendor

Name of the disk manufacturer.

serial-number

Serial number identifying the disk.

size-bytes

Size of the disk in bytes.

size-gigabytes

Size of the disk in gigabytes.

operationalstatus

Status of the disk (Up, Down or Degraded).

Sample Adapter Response for 'get-disk' Operation
<compellent-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<response-count>1</response-count>
</metadata>
<responses>
<response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<execution-milliseconds>43524</execution-milliseconds>
<line-count>156</line-count>
<target>compel-em</target>
<config-name>default</config-name>
</metadata>
<output>
<disks>
<disk>
<disk-name>01-01</disk-name>
<storage-center-name>Storage Center 9300</storage-center-name>
<storage-center-id>9300</storage-center-id>
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<disk-tier-number>Tier1</disk-tier-number>
<disk-folder-name>Pool-02</disk-folder-name>
<allocated-space>91143274496</allocated-space>
<allocated-space-gigabytes>84.884</allocated-space-gigabytes>
<size-bytes>600127266816</size-bytes>
<size-gigabytes>558.912</size-gigabytes>
<disk-product>ST3600057SS</disk-product>
<vendor>SEAGATE</vendor>
<serial-number>3SL09N5L00009023VLRQ</serial-number>
<operational-status>Up</operational-status>
</disk>
<disk>
<disk-name>01-10</disk-name>
<storage-center-name>Storage Center 9300</storage-center-name>
<storage-center-id>9300</storage-center-id>
<disk-tier-number>Tier1</disk-tier-number>
<disk-folder-name>Pool-02</disk-folder-number>
<allocated-space>90941947904</allocated-space>
<allocated-space-gigabytes>84.696</allocated-space-gigabytes>
<size-bytes>600127266816</size-bytes>
<size-gigabytes>558.912</size-gigabytes>
<disk-product>ST3600057SS</disk-product>
<vendor>SEAGATE</vendor>
<serial-number>3SL0E6RH00009031KNKM</serial-number>
<operational-status>Up</operational-status>
</disk>
</disks>
</output>
</response>
</responses>
</compellent-storage-response>
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Disk Folder Operations
Operation: get-disk-folder
The get-disk-folder operation lets administrators get the list of disk folders and their characteristics in
the specific storage center.

Adapter Request Elements for 'get-disk-folder' Operation
Definition

Required

operationname

Specifies the name of the operation you want to perform.
Valid value: get-disk-folder.

Yes

arguments

Parent element for <argument> element.

Yes

argument

Specifies a list of arguments that is required for this operation

Yes

target

Specifies the connection information for the Dell Compellent Enterprise Manager.
Valid value: The value specified for <target> element must be same as the value
that has been specified for the name attribute of <config> element in the adapter
configuration. You can skip this element. In this case the request will be executed
on the first defined adapter configuration. You can leave this element empty. In
this case the request will be executed on the first defined adapter configuration.

No

Default value: The first defined adapter configuration.
timeout-secs

Specifies the time in seconds after which the attempt to connect to the Dell
Compellent Enterprise Manager times out. The "timeout-secs" specified in adapter
request overrides the value specified in adapter configuration.
Valid value: A numeric value which specifies the time in seconds.

No

Default Value: 180, if no "timeout-secs" is provided in adapter configuration.
You can specify one or more of the following elements to retrieve specific information. If none of the elements is
specified, then all the details are fetched.
storagecenter-name

Specifies the user defined storage center name.
Valid value: Please refer to the get-storage-center operation to list the valid values
of this field.

No

Default value: None.
disk-foldername

Specifies the user defined disk folder name.
Default value: None.

Sample Adapter Request for 'get-disk-folder' Operation
<compellent-storage-request>
<operation-name>get-storage-center</operation-name>
<arguments>
<argument>
<storage-center-name/>
<disk-folder-name/>
</argument>
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</arguments>
</ compellent -storage-request>

Adapter Response Elements for 'get-disk-folder' Operation
Description
storagecenter-name

Name of the storage center.

storagecenter-id

Unique ID of the storage system.

disk-foldertype

Type of the disk folder.

disk-foldername

Name of the disk folder.

disk-count

Number of disks in the disk folder.

spare-count

Number of spare disks in the disk folder.

size-bytes

Size of the disk folder in bytes.

size-gigabytes

Size of the disk folder in gigabytes.

capacity-bytes

Capacity of the disk folder in bytes.

capacitygigabytes

Capacity of the disk folder in gigabytes.

consumedcapacity-bytes

Number of bytes consumed on the disk folder.

consumedcapacitygigabytes

Number of gigabytes consumed on the disk folder.

subscribedcapacity-bytes

Number of bytes subscribed on the disk folder.

subscribedcapacitygigabytes

Total amount of subscribed gigabytes in the disk folder.

operationalstatus

Status of the disk folder.

Sample Adapter Response for 'get-disk-folder' Operation
<compellent-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<response-count>1</response-count>
</metadata>
<responses>
<response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<execution-milliseconds>11404</execution-milliseconds>
<line-count>28</line-count>
<target>compel-em</target>
<config-name>default</config-name>
</metadata>
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<output>
<disk-folders>
<disk-folder>
<disk-folder-name>Unassigned</disk-folder-name>
<storage-center-name>Storage Center 9300</storage-center-name>
<storage-center-id>9300</storage-center-id>
<disk-folder-type>Unassigned</disk-folder-type>
<disk-count>1</disk-count>
<spare-count>0</spare-count>
<size-bytes>9601982398464</size-bytes>
<size-gigabytes>8942.543</size-gigabytes>
<capacity-bytes>9001856139264</capacity-bytes>
<capacity-gigabytes>8383.632</capacity-gigabytes>
<consumed-capacity-bytes>0</consumed-capacity-bytes>
<consumed-capacity-gigabytes>0.0</consumed-capacity-gigabytes>
<subscribed-capacity-bytes>0</subscribed-capacity-bytes>
<subscribed-capacity-gigabytes>0.0</subscribed-capacity-gigabytes>
<operational-status>Up</operational-status>
</disk-folder>
<disk-folder>
<disk-folder-name>Pool-02</disk-folder-name>
<storage-center-name>Storage Center 9300</storage-center-name>
<storage-center-id>9300</storage-center-id>
<disk-folder-type>Managed</disk-folder-type>
<disk-count>12</disk-count>
<spare-count>1</spare-count>
<size-bytes>9601982398464</size-bytes>
<size-gigabytes>8942.543</size-gigabytes>
<capacity-bytes>9001856139264</capacity-bytes>
<capacity-gigabytes>8383.632</capacity-gigabytes>
<consumed-capacity-bytes>0</consumed-capacity-bytes>
<consumed-capacity-gigabytes>0.0</consumed-capacity-gigabytes>
<subscribed-capacity-bytes>17179869184</subscribed-capacity-bytes>
<subscribed-capacity-gigabytes>16.0</subscribed-capacity-gigabytes>
<operational-status>Up</operational-status>
</disk-folder>
</disk-folders>
</output>
</response>
</responses>
</compellent-storage-response>
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Port Operations
Operation: get-port
The get-port operation lists all the ports of the specified storage center along with their main
characteristics (name, purpose, type, operational status, etc.).

Adapter Request Elements for 'get-port' Operation
Definition

Required

operationname

Specifies the name of the operation you want to perform.
Valid value: get-port.

Yes

arguments

Parent element for <argument> element.

Yes

argument

Specifies a list of arguments that is required for this operation

Yes

target

Specifies the connection information for the Dell Compellent Enterprise Manager.
Valid value: The value specified for <target> element must be same as the value
that has been specified for the name attribute of <config> element in the adapter
configuration. You can skip this element. In this case the request will be executed
on the first defined adapter configuration. You can leave this element empty. In
this case the request will be executed on the first defined adapter configuration.

No

Default value: The first defined adapter configuration.
timeout-secs

Specifies the time in seconds after which the attempt to connect to the Dell
Compellent Enterprise Manager times out. The "timeout-secs" specified in adapter
request overrides the value specified in adapter configuration.
Valid value: A numeric value which specifies the time in seconds.

No

Default Value: 180, if no "timeout-secs" is provided in adapter configuration.
You can specify one or more of the following elements to retrieve specific information. If none of the elements is
specified, then all the details are fetched.
storagecenter-name

Specifies the user defined storage center name.
Valid value: Please refer to the get-storage-center operation to list the valid values
of this field.

No

Default value: None.
port-name

Specifies the user defined port name.
Default value: None.

No

Sample Adapter Request for 'get-port' Operation
<compellent-storage-request>
<operation-name>get-port</operation-name>
<arguments>
<argument>
<storage-center-name/>
<port-name/>
</argument>
</arguments>
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</ compellent -storage-request>

Adapter Response Elements for 'get-port' Operation
Description
port-name

Name of the port on the specified storage center.

port-type

Type of port on the specified storage center.

storagecenter-name

Name of the storage center.

storagecenter-id

Unique ID of the storage system.

firmwareversion

Version of the firmware for the specific port.

speed

Speed of the port in gigabytes per second.

purpose

Purpose of the port (Back End,Direct Connect,Front End,Front end Primary,Front end Reserved, etc.)

port-wwn

WWN of the port.

port-ipaddress

IP address of the port.

port-iqn

iSCSI name of the port.

operationalstatus

Status of the port (Up, Down or Degraded).

Sample Adapter Response for 'get-port' Operation
<compellent-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<response-count>1</response-count>
</metadata>
<responses>
<response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<execution-milliseconds>2933</execution-milliseconds>
<line-count>11</line-count>
<target>compel-em</target>
<config-name>default</config-name>
</metadata>
<output>
<ports>
<port>
<port-name>5000D31000245431</port-name>
<port-type>Iscsi</port-type>
<storage-center-name>Storage Center 9300</storage-center-name>
<storage-center-id>9300</storage-center-id>
<speed>1 Gbps</speed>
<firmware-version>03.00.01.64</firmware-version>
<purpose>FrontEnd</purpose>
<port-wwn>5000D31000245431</port-wwn>
<port-ipaddress>10.0.10.41</port-ipaddress>
<port-iqn>iqn.2002-03.com.compellent:5000d31000245431</port-iqn>
<operational-status>Up</operational-status>
</port>
<port>
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<port-name>5000D31000245427</port-name>
<port-type>Sas</port-type>
<storage-center-name>Storage Center 9300</storage-center-name>
<storage-center-id>9300</storage-center-id>
<speed>4 x 6 Gbps</speed>
<firmware-version>00.00.00.00</firmware-version>
<purpose>Unknown</purpose>
<port-wwn>5000D31000245427</port-wwn>
<operational-status>Up</operational-status>
</port>
</ports>
</output>
</response>
</responses>
</compellent-storage-response>
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LUN Operations
Operation: create-lun
The create-lun operation triggers the creation of a volume (generally called a LUN) in the specified
storage center.

Adapter Request Elements for 'create-lun' Operation
Definition

Required

operationname

Specifies the name of the operation you want to perform.
Valid value: create-lun.

Yes

arguments

Parent element for <argument> element.

Yes

argument

Specifies a list of arguments that is required for this operation

Yes

target

Specifies the connection information for the Dell Compellent Enterprise Manager.
Valid value: The value specified for <target> element must be same as the value
that has been specified for the name attribute of <config> element in the
adapter configuration. You can skip this element. In this case the request will be
executed on the first defined adapter configuration. You can leave this element
empty. In this case the request will be executed on the first defined adapter
configuration.

No

Default value: The first defined adapter configuration.
timeout-secs

Specifies the time in seconds after which the attempt to connect to the Dell
Compellent Enterprise Manager times out. The "timeout-secs" specified in adapter
request overrides the value specified in adapter configuration.
Valid value: A numeric value which specifies the time in seconds.

No

Default Value: 180, if no "timeout-secs" is provided in adapter configuration.
You can specify one or more of the following elements to retrieve specific information. If none of the elements is
specified, then all the details are fetched.
storagecenter-name

Specifies the user defined storage center name.
Valid value: Please refer to the get-storage-center operation to list the valid
values of this field.

Yes

Default value: None.
lun-name

Specifies the name of the LUN to be created
Default value: None.

Yes

size-bytes

Specifies the size of the LUN to be created.
Example value: 1073741824

Yes

Default value: None.
disk-foldername

Specifies the correct disk folder name which the LUN must be created. The disk
folder must already exist.
Valid value: None.
Default value: None
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Sample Adapter Request for 'create-lun' Operation
<compellent-storage-request>
<operation-name>create-lun</operation-name>
<arguments>
<argument>
<storage-center-name>Storage Center 9300</storage-center-name>
<size-bytes>1073741824</size-bytes>
<lun-name>Lun5</lun-name>
<disk-folder>Pool2</disk-folder>
</argument>
</arguments>
</ compellent -storage-request>

Adapter Response Elements for 'create-lun' Operation
Description
storagecenter-name

Name of the storage center in which the LUN is created.

storage-typename

Name of the storage type in which the LUN is created.

disk-foldername

Name of the disk folder in which the LUN is created

lun-name

Name of the created LUN.

size-bytes

Size of the created LUN (in Bytes).

size-gigabytes

Size of the created LUN (in Gigabytes).

job-id

Identification information of the job.

job-status

Status of the job.

job-statusdescription

Detailed information about the status of the job.

Jobdescription

Information about the job.

Sample Adapter Response for 'create-lun' Operation
<compellent-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<response-count>1</response-count>
</metadata>
<responses>
<response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<execution-milliseconds>34816</execution-milliseconds>
<line-count>10</line-count>
<target>compel-em</target>
<config-name>default</config-name>
</metadata>
<output>
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<luns>
<lun>
<storage-center-name>Storage Center 9300</storage-center-name>
<storage-type-name>Pool-02 - Redundant - 2 MB</storage-type-name>
<disk-folder-name>Pool-02</disk-folder-name>
<lun-name>Lun5</lun-name>
<size-bytes>1073741824</size-bytes>
<size-gigabytes>1</size-gigabytes>
<job-id>1347500335697</job-id>
<job-status>Finished</job-status>
<job-status-description>Finished</job-status-description>
<job-description>Setting Replay Profiles [Volume: Lun5]</job-description>
</lun>
</luns>
</output>
</response>
</responses>
</compellent-storage-response>

Operation: get-lun
The get-lun operation lists the available LUNs in the specified storage center, as well as their
characteristics. This operation is helpful to get the characteristics and ID of a LUN that needs to be
"mapped" to a new server.
The table below describes the input properties for this request. If not specified, the valid value for an
element should be assumed to be any string.

Adapter Request Elements for 'get-lun' Operation
Definition

Required

operationname

Specifies the name of the operation you want to perform.
Valid value: get-lun.

Yes

arguments

Parent element for <argument> element.

Yes

argument

Specifies a list of arguments that is required for this operation

Yes

target

Specifies the connection information for the Dell Compellent Enterprise Manager.
Valid value: The value specified for <target> element must be same as the value
that has been specified for the name attribute of <config> element in the adapter
configuration. You can skip this element. In this case the request will be executed
on the first defined adapter configuration. You can leave this element empty. In
this case the request will be executed on the first defined adapter configuration.

No

Default value: The first defined adapter configuration.
timeout-secs

Specifies the time in seconds after which the attempt to connect to the Dell
Compellent Enterprise Manager times out. The "timeout-secs" specified in adapter
request overrides the value specified in adapter configuration.
Valid value: A numeric value which specifies the time in seconds.

No

Default Value: 180, if no "timeout-secs" is provided in adapter configuration.
You can specify one or more of the following elements to retrieve specific information. If none of the elements is
specified, then all the details are fetched.
storagecenter-name
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Definition

Required

Default value: None.
lun-name

Specifies the user defined lun name.
Default value: None.

No

Sample Adapter Request for 'get-lun' Operation
<compellent-storage-request>
<operation-name>get-lun</operation-name>
<arguments>
<argument>
<storage-center-name/>
<lun-name/>
</argument>
</arguments>
</ compellent -storage-request>

Adapter Response Elements for 'get-lun' Operation
Description
storagecenter-name

Name of the storage center.

storagecenter-id

Unique ID of the storage system.

storage-typename

Name of the storage type.

disk-foldername

Name of the disk folder of the specific LUN.

lun-name

Name of the specific LUN.

lun-index

Unique index of the LUN.

server-name

Name of the server to which the LUN is attached.

is-mapped

Whether the LUN is associated to a server or not.

lun-device-id

Identification information of the specific LUN.

lun-hostaddress

Address of the hosts attached to the specific LUN.

size-bytes

Size of the specific LUN (in Bytes).

size-gigabytes

Size of the specific LUN (in Gigabytes).

consumedcapacity-bytes

Number of bytes consumed on the specific LUN.

consumedcapacitygigabytes

Number of gigabytes consumed on the specific LUN.

currentcontroller

Name of the controller owning the specific LUN.

operationalstatus

Status of the specific LUN.
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Sample Adapter Response for 'get-lun' Operation
<compellent-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<response-count>1</response-count>
</metadata>
<responses>
<response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<execution-milliseconds>81696</execution-milliseconds>
<line-count>121</line-count>
<target>compel-em</target>
<config-name>default</config-name>
</metadata>
<output>
<luns>
<lun>
<lun-name>Compel-em-iscsi</lun-name>
<lun-device-id>6000d310002454000000000000000004</lun-device-id>
<storage-center-name>Storage Center 9300</storage-center-name>
<storage-center-id>9300</storage-center-id>
<server-name>Compel-em</server-name>
<is-mapped>true</is-mapped>
<size-bytes>11811160064</size-bytes>
<size-gigabytes>11</size-gigabytes>
<consumed-capacity-bytes>71303168</consumed-capacity-bytes>
<consumed-capacity-gigabytes>0.066</consumed-capacity-gigabytes>
<current-controller>SN 9301</current-controller>
<operational-status>Up</operational-status>
</lun>
<lun>
<lun-name>lun2</lun-name>
<lun-device-id>6000d3100024540000000000000000a5</lun-device-id>
<lun-storage-type>Pool-02 - Redundant - 2 MB</lun-storage-type>
<storage-center-name>Storage Center 9300</storage-center-name>
<storage-center-id>9300</storage-center-id>
<is-mapped>true</is-mapped>
<redundancy>Redundant</redundancy>
<disk-folder-name>Pool-02</disk-folder-name>
<size-bytes>1073741824</size-bytes>
<size-gigabytes>1</size-gigabytes>
<consumed-capacity-bytes>0</consumed-capacity-bytes>
<consumed-capacity-gigabytes>0</consumed-capacity-gigabytes>
<operational-status>Down</operational-status>
</lun>
<lun>
<lun-name>lun3</lun-name>
<lun-device-id>6000d3100024540000000000000000a4</lun-device-id>
<lun-storage-type>Pool-02 - Redundant - 2 MB</lun-storage-type>
<storage-center-name>Storage Center 9300</storage-center-name>
<storage-center-id>9300</storage-center-id>
<is-mapped>true</is-mapped>
<redundancy>Redundant</redundancy>
<disk-folder-name>Pool-02</disk-folder-name>
<size-bytes>1073741824</size-bytes>
<size-gigabytes>1</size-gigabytes>
<consumed-capacity-bytes>0</consumed-capacity-bytes>
<consumed-capacity-gigabytes>0</consumed-capacity-gigabytes>
<operational-status>Down</operational-status>
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</lun>
</luns>
</output>
</response>
</responses>
</compellent-storage-response>

Operation: delete-lun
The delete-lun operation sends a query to the Dell Compellent Enterprise Manager to remove an
existing LUN from a specific storage center. All the data in the specified volume are destroyed. The
delete-lun operation is typically used when decommissioning a server that was using storage space in
a storage center.

Use this operation cautiously as it cannot be undone.

The table below described the input properties for this request. If not specified, the value for an
element should be assumed to be any string.

Adapter Request Elements for 'delete-lun' Operation
Definition

Required

operationname

Specifies the name of the operation you want to perform.
Valid value: delete-lun.

Yes

arguments

Parent element for <argument> element.

Yes

argument

Specifies a list of arguments that is required for this operation

Yes

target

Specifies the connection information for the Dell Compellent Enterprise Manager.
Valid value: The value specified for <target> element must be same as the value
that has been specified for the name attribute of <config> element in the adapter
configuration. You can skip this element. In this case the request will be executed
on the first defined adapter configuration. You can leave this element empty. In
this case the request will be executed on the first defined adapter configuration.

No

Default value: The first defined adapter configuration.
timeout-secs

Specifies the time in seconds after which the attempt to connect to the Dell
Compellent Enterprise Manager times out. The "timeout-secs" specified in adapter
request overrides the value specified in adapter configuration.
Valid value: A numeric value which specifies the time in seconds.

No

Default Value: 180, if no "timeout-secs" is provided in adapter configuration.
You can specify one or more of the following elements to retrieve specific information. If none of the elements is
specified, then all the details are fetched.
storagecenter-name

Specifies the user defined storage center name.
Valid value: Please refer to the get-storage-center operation to list the valid values
of this field.

Yes

Default value: None.
lun-name
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Sample Adapter Request for 'delete-lun' Operation
<compellent-storage-request>
<operation-name>delete-lun</operation-name>
<arguments>
<argument>
<storage-center-name>Storage Center 9300</storage-center-name>
<lun-name>Lun5</lun-name>
</argument>
</arguments>
</ compellent -storage-request>

Adapter Response Elements for 'delete-lun' Operation
Description
storagecenter-name

Name of the storage center.

lun-name

Name of the deleted LUN.

job-id

Identification information of the job.

job-status

Status of the job.

job-statusdescription

Detailed information about the status of the job.

job-description

Information about the job.

Sample Adapter Response for 'delete-lun' Operation
<compellent-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<response-count>1</response-count>
</metadata>
<responses>
<response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<execution-milliseconds>1201</execution-milliseconds>
<line-count>6</line-count>
<target>compel-em</target>
<config-name>default</config-name>
</metadata>
<output>
<luns>
<lun>
<storage-center-name>Storage Center 9300</storage-center-name>
<lun-name>Lun5</lun-name>
<job-id>1347500335754</job-id>
<job-status>Finished</job-status>
<job-status-description>Finished</job-status-description>
<job-description>Deleting Volume [Name: Lun5]</job-description>
</lun>
</luns>
</output>
</response>
</responses>
</compellent-storage-response>
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Operation: expand-lun
The expand-lun operation sends a query to the Dell Compellent Enterprise Manager to increase the
size of an existing LUN. This operation requires to specify the name of the LUN to be expanded as well
as the size of the expansion.

Adapter Request Elements for 'expand-lun' Operation
Definition

Required

operationname

Specifies the name of the operation you want to perform.
Valid value: expand-lun.

Yes

arguments

Parent element for <argument> element.

Yes

argument

Specifies a list of arguments that is required for this operation

Yes

target

Specifies the connection information for the Dell Compellent Enterprise Manager.
Valid value: The value specified for <target> element must be same as the value
that has been specified for the name attribute of <config> element in the adapter
configuration. You can skip this element. In this case the request will be executed
on the first defined adapter configuration. You can leave this element empty. In
this case the request will be executed on the first defined adapter configuration.

No

Default value: The first defined adapter configuration.
timeout-secs

Specifies the time in seconds after which the attempt to connect to the Dell
Compellent Enterprise Manager times out. The "timeout-secs" specified in adapter
request overrides the value specified in adapter configuration.
Valid value: A numeric value which specifies the time in seconds.

No

Default Value: 180, if no "timeout-secs" is provided in adapter configuration.
You can specify one or more of the following elements to retrieve specific information. If none of the elements is
specified, then all the details are fetched.
storagecenter-name

Specifies the user defined storage center name.
Valid value: Please refer to the get-storage-center operation to list the valid values
of this field.

Yes

Default value: None.
lun-name

Specifies the name of the LUN to be expanded.
Default value: None.

Yes

size-bytes

Specifies the number of bytes that needs to be added to the LUN.
Example value: 1073741824

Yes

Default value: None.

Sample Adapter Request for 'expand-lun' Operation
<compellent-storage-request>
<operation-name>expand-lun</operation-name>
<arguments>
<argument>
<storage-center-name>Storage Center 9300</storage-center-name>
<lun-name>Lun4</lun-name>
<size-bytes>1073741824</size-bytes>
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</argument>
</arguments>
</ compellent -storage-request>

Adapter Response Elements for 'expand-lun' Operation
Description
storagecenter-name

Name of the storage center.

disk-foldername

Name of the disk folder in which the LUN is expanded.

lun-name

Name of the expanded LUN.

size-bytes

Size of the expanded LUN (in Bytes).

size-gigabytes

Size of the expanded LUN (in Gigabytes).

job-id

Identification information of the job.

job-status

Status of the job.

job-statusdescription

Detailed information about the status of the job.

job-description

Detailed description of the job.

Sample Adapter Response for 'expand-lun' Operation
<compellent-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<response-count>1</response-count>
</metadata>
<responses>
<response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<execution-milliseconds>7020</execution-milliseconds>
<line-count>10</line-count>
<target>compel-em</target>
<config-name>default</config-name>
</metadata>
<output>
<luns>
<lun>
<storage-center-name>Storage Center 9300</storage-center-name>
<disk-folder-name>Pool-02</disk-folder-name>
<lun-name>Lun4</lun-name>
<size-bytes>2.147483648E9</size-bytes>
<size-gigabytes>2</size-gigabytes>
<job-id>1347500335770</job-id>
<job-status>Finished</job-status>
<job-status-description>Finished</job-status-description>
<job-description>Expanding Volume [Volume: Lun4]</job-description>
</lun>
</luns>
</output>
</response>
</responses>
</compellent-storage-response>
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The workflows described in this section are examples of how to combine the low-level operations to
provision storage for a new server and decommission a server as well as remove its attached storage.
You can use these examples to build your own storage provisioning workflows.
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Operation: provision-server
Adapter Request for 'provision-server' Operation

storage-centername

Definition

Required

Specifies the storage system name on which the lun has to be created.
Valid value: Please refer to the get-storage-center operation to list the valid
values of this field.

Yes

Default value: None.
lun-name

Specifies the name of the LUN to be created
Default value: None.

Yes

server-name

Specifies the name of the server to which to attach the created Lun
Default value: None.

No

size-bytes

Specifies the size of the LUN to be created.
Example value: 1073741824

Yes

Default value: None.
disk-foldername

Specifies the correct disk folder name which the LUN must be created. The disk
folder must already exist.
Valid value: None.
Default value: None

Sample Adapter Request for 'provision-server' Operation
<compellent-storage-request>
<operation-name>create-lun</operation-name>
<arguments>
<argument>
<storage-center-name>Storage Center 9300</storage-center-name>
<size-bytes>1073741824</size-bytes>
<lun-name>Lun7</lun-name>
<server-name>pythagoras</server-name>
<disk-folder-name>pool-2</disk-folder>
</argument>
</arguments>
</ compellent -storage-request>

Sample Adapter Response for 'provision-server' Operation
Response 1: create-lun
<compellent-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<response-count>1</response-count>
</metadata>
<responses>
<response>
<metadata>
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<status>success</status>
<execution-milliseconds>4867</execution-milliseconds>
<line-count>10</line-count>
<target>compel-em</target>
<config-name>default</config-name>
</metadata>
<output>
<luns>
<lun>
<storage-center-name>Storage Center 9300</storage-center-name>
<storage-type-name>Pool-02 - Redundant - 2 MB</storage-type-name>
<disk-folder-name>Pool-02</disk-folder-name>
<lun-name>Lun7</lun-name>
<size-bytes>1073741824</size-bytes>
<size-gigabytes>1</size-gigabytes>
<job-id>1347500336053</job-id>
<job-status>Finished</job-status>
<job-status-description>Finished</job-status-description>
<job-description>Setting Replay Profiles [Volume: Lun7]</job-description>
</lun>
</luns>
</output>
</response>
</responses>
</compellent-storage-response>

Response 2: map-lun-to-serv er

<compellent-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<response-count>1</response-count>
</metadata>
<responses>
<response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<execution-milliseconds>1186</execution-milliseconds>
<line-count>8</line-count>
<target>compel-em</target>
<config-name>default</config-name>
</metadata>
<output>
<mapping-profiles>
<mapping-profile>
<storage-center-name>Storage Center 9300</storage-center-name>
<server-name>pythagoras</server-name>
<lun-name>Lun7</lun-name>
<map-count>0</map-count>
<job-id>1347500336117</job-id>
<job-status>Finished</job-status>
<job-status-description>Finished</job-status-description>
<job-description>Mapping Volume to Server [Volume: Lun7] [Server: pythagoras]</job-descr
</mapping-profile>
</mapping-profiles>
</output>
</response>
</responses>
</compellent-storage-response>
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Operation: decommission-server
Adapter Request Elements for 'decommission-server' Operation

storage-centername

Definition

Required

Specifies the storage center name from which the information has to be collected.
Valid value: Please refer to the get-storage-center operation to list the valid
values of this field.

Yes

Default value: None.
server-name

Specifies the name of the server to delete
Default value: None.

Yes

Sample Adapter Request for 'decommission-server' Operation
<request-data>
<compellent-storage-request>
<operation-name>delete-server</operation-name>
<arguments>
<argument>
<storage-center-name>Storage Center 9300</storage-center-name>
<server-name>pythagoras</server-name>
</argument>
</arguments>
</compellent-storage-request>
</request-data>

Sample Adapter Response for 'decommission-server' Operation
Response 1: delete-serv er
<compellent-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<response-count>1</response-count>
</metadata>
<responses>
<response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<execution-milliseconds>2715</execution-milliseconds>
<line-count>7</line-count>
<target>compel-em</target>
<config-name>default</config-name>
</metadata>
<output>
<servers>
<server>
<storage-center-name>Storage Center 9300</storage-center-name>
<server-name>pythagoras</server-name>
<lun-name>Lun7</lun-name>
<job-id>1347500336138</job-id>
<job-status>Finished</job-status>
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<job-status-description>Finished</job-status-description>
<job-description>Deleting Server [Name: pythagoras]</job-description>
</server>
</servers>
</output>
</response>
</responses>
</compellent-storage-response>

Response 2: delete-lun
<compellent-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<response-count>1</response-count>
</metadata>
<responses>
<response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<execution-milliseconds>1263</execution-milliseconds>
<line-count>6</line-count>
<target>compel-em</target>
<config-name>default</config-name>
</metadata>
<output>
<luns>
<lun>
<storage-center-name>Storage Center 9300</storage-center-name>
<lun-name>Lun7</lun-name>
<job-id>1347500336172</job-id>
<job-status>Finished</job-status>
<job-status-description>Finished</job-status-description>
<job-description>Deleting Volume [Name: Lun7]</job-description>
</lun>
</luns>
</output>
</response>
</responses>
</compellent-storage-response>
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Module Life Cycle
Module Use Cases
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